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Green Mountain Support Services 
Emergency On-Call Team (EOT) 

Information for our Direct Care Providers 
 
Purpose 
Green Mountain Support Services’ Emergency On-Call Team provides coordinated, 
professional support during emergency situations that arise outside of normal business 
hours.  The Emergency On-Call Team is available to any client, day support staff, home 
provider, respite provider or guardian who requires assistance in order to maintain the 
safety and well-being of an individual receiving supports from us.  GMSS, administrative 
team may, in certain situations, also direct the On-Call Team to provide support during 
normal business hours.   
 
When should I page the Emergency On-Call Team? 
Unless a written support plan, approved by the full team, instructs otherwise, the Team 
must be notified, as soon as is safely possible, should any of the following events occur: 

• Seizure activity 
o Any seizure in someone who doesn’t typically have seizures 
o Any seizure activity that is more frequent, or longer in duration or 

intensity, than is normal for an individual 
• Before administering “as needed” medications or medications that are taken 

occasionally under the order of a physician 
• Medication error 
• Illness requiring medical treatment 
• Injury to self or others (including cuts, bruises, bites, etc.) 
• Death 
• Dangerous behavior (aggression toward self, others or the environment) that is 

not typical for the person or that results in an unsafe environment or injury 
• Accident (falls, motor vehicle accident, etc.), even if no injury is believed to 

have occurred 
• Ambulance transport or hospitalization 
• Police involvement 
• Media attention 
• Any event that arouses concern in a community member, or may potentially 

affect a community member 
• Missing person, including anyone who has removed himself from supervision 

even if you know where he has gone 
• Suspected abuse or neglect 
• Crisis within the home that prevents the home provider from ensuring the 

expected standard of care (extended power loss, water/sewer problems, home 
provider illness, family emergency, etc.) 

• Any other incident that meets the Guidelines for Critical Incident Reporting 
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Are there others times I might consider paging the Emergency On-Call Team? 
The Emergency On-Call Team is also available to provide guidance and support during 
challenging incidents, and can provide debriefing assistance and support following such 
incidents.  Assistance is often provided by phone, but the Emergency On-Call Team is 
able to respond to you in person should the Team determine that to be more appropriate.  
If support would be beneficial to you, or the individual in your care, please let us know. 
 
How do I page the Emergency On-Call Team? 
 Dial 741-7515 
 Enter your call-back number after the tone 
 Press pound 
 Listen for a few short, quick beeps or a message saying your page was accepted 
 Hang up and wait for a call back 
Because pager systems may occasionally fail, if you have received no response within 5 
minutes, please repeat the page.  If you have still received no response after 15 minutes, 
use the Back up System described below. 
 
Back up System (Use only if you haven’t received a call back in 15 minutes) 

Dial 749-1627 
 Enter your call-back number after the tone 
 Press pound 
 Listen for a few short, quick beeps or a message saying your page was accepted 
 Hang up and wait for a call back 
 
What will happen when I page the Emergency On-Call Team? 
Our Emergency On-Call Team consists at all times of at least two responders, a primary 
and a secondary, and an administrator.  This system ensures we have the resources 
available to support you directly (by phone or, if needed, on-site) and indirectly (by, for 
example, contacting DAIL or a guardian, or by helping you to secure respite).  The 
primary responder will return your call and do a “Quick Assessment” to determine the 
nature of the situation and your needs.  In most cases, the responder will suggest a ‘next 
step’ to you, hang up to quickly notify the rest of the Team of the situation so that they 
can be prepared to assist if necessary, and then return to providing direct support to you.  
The On-Call Team will determine how best to assist to you based on your particular 
situation.  The plan may include offering advice by phone, traveling to your home to 
provide direct assistance, meeting you at the hospital or police station, or taking the 
individual to a respite provider.  Following the incident, you will need to submit a 
Critical Incident Report (CIR) within twenty-four hours. 
 
 
 


